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Abstract

We estimate the degree of supplier-induced demand for newborn treatment by exploiting

changes in reimbursement arising from the introduction of the partial prospective payment sys-

tem (PPS) in Japan. Under the partial PPS, neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) utilization

became relatively more profitable than other procedures, since it was excluded from prospec-

tive payments. We find that hospitals have responded to PPS adoption by increasing NICU

utilization and by more frequently manipulating infants’reported birth weights which in large

part determine their maximum allowable stay in the NICU. This induced demand substantially

increases the reimbursements received by hospitals.
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1 Introduction

Economists and policy makers have long argued that medical providers “induce”demand for health

services by exploiting an informational advantage over patients and insurers and providing excessive

care of dubious value (Evans, 1974; Fuchs, 1978; Pauly, 1980; Rice, 1983). Medical providers’

influence over the quantity and types of medical care demanded– as measured by the size of

supplier-induced demand (SID)– is the subject of a long-standing controversy in health economics

(McGuire, 2000). While there have been numerous empirical studies on SID, researchers have

found surprisingly little evidence of it; estimated magnitudes are often insignificant or economically

small.1

These studies probably underestimated the degree of SID, for three reasons. First, it is empiri-

cally diffi cult to isolate SID from confounding hospital behavior, such as selection of patients (Ellis

and McGuire, 1996). Estimates of SID will be biased toward zero if hospitals select unobservably

healthier patients for a given treatment intensity. Since it is not an easy task to control for the

severity of patient conditions, selection bias poses an important empirical challenge to any analysis

of SID.2 Second, most of the literature focuses on medical procedures– such as Cesarean sections

and coronary artery bypass graft surgeries– that pose large risks for both physicians and patients

(Gruber and Owings, 1996; Grant, 2009; Yip, 1998). SID for these high-risk procedures may be

limited: physicians must persuade patients to consent to them, and may face lawsuits if they are

performed excessively. Finally, and most importantly, finding exogenous variation in the financial

incentives faced by medical providers is diffi cult at best.

We overcome these empirical challenges by focusing on a specific population: at-risk newborns—

low-birth weight and premature infants who may need intensive care. A bias due to selection is

less of a concern in the treatment of at-risk newborns, because the severity of their condition

is diffi cult to predict in advance (Almond et al., 2010). In addition, newborn treatment allows

substantial room for demand inducement, since the informational advantages of physicians over

patients and insurers are arguably very large.3 We also focus on a less-risky medical “procedure”:

neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) utilization, since it imposes minimal risk to either patients

or physicians. While some studies argue that the benefits thereof outweigh the costs (Cutler

and Meara, 2000; Almond et al., 2010), others question the effectiveness of increasingly intensive

1For example, Grant (2009) shows that a USD 1,000 increase in reimbursement for performing a Cesarean section
would increase the Cesarean section rate by little more than 1 percentage point.

2One notable exception that suffers less from selection bias is Gruber and Owings (1996); they use decline in
fertility as an income shock, and find that within-state declines in fertility increase within-state Cesarean section
rates, since Cesarean sections are more lucrative than normal vaginal deliveries. However, the magnitude is very
small: a 10 percent fertility drop corresponds to only a 0.97 percent increase in the probability of a Cesarean section.
This increase accounts for only 0.5 percent of a physician’s income.

3Parents of newborns are likely to concur with the decisions made by physicians, unlike in cases involving common
diseases, of which patients may have more medical knowledge.
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treatment of newborns (Grumbach, 2002; Goodman et al., 2002).

As exogenous financial shocks to medical providers, we exploit two key institutional features

of Japan’s medical system. First, in 2003 Japan replaced the conventional fee-for-service (FFS)

system with a partial prospective payment system (PPS) that made NICU utilization relatively

more profitable than other procedures, since it is still fully reimbursed. Second, because NICU

utilization is costly, the government caps the number of NICU days for which hospitals will be

reimbursed. Newborns with lower birth weights are allowed longer stays, and there are gaps

between the decisive thresholds, such as between a birth weight of 1,000 grams (g) and 1,500 g.

Hospitals may thus increase NICU utilization by manipulating reported birth weight.

Our analysis of the NICU stays of at-risk newborns uncovers several factors suggesting SID.

First, we find evidence that hospitals manipulated reported birth weights; a relatively larger volume

of birth weights are reported just below the cut-off values of 1,000 g and 1,500 g by hospitals with

NICUs; this manipulation was exacerbated following the introduction of PPS.

Second, we find evidence that hospitals increased NICU utilization in response to PPS adoption,

especially among infants with very low birth weight (VLBW; less than 1,500 g). In fact, we find

that following PPS adoption, the NICU stays of VLBW newborns increased by 4.7 days, or 10.3

percent increase. This result is robust to a variety of robustness checks, such as the inclusion of

a lead dummy that equals 1 just prior to the year in which a hospital joined the new payment

system, and the inclusion of hospital-specific linear trends.

Third, there is little evidence that the increase in NICU use affects treatment intensity; that

is, total lengths of stay and the number of procedures received did not change after the PPS was

introduced. In other words, the additional number of newborns occupying costlier spots in the

NICU would have done as well under normal care.

While we cannot examine all explanations other than SID, we rule out many; for example, we

find no evidence that transfers of newborns from hospitals without NICUs to those with increased

after the PPS was introduced. Taken individually, each piece of empirical evidence may be in-

suffi cient to establish the existence of SID, but taken together they support the possibility that

physicians and hospitals game the system by pushing expensive NICU treatment for newborns.

Finally, NICU use increases hospital reimbursement by roughly JPY 440,300 (USD 4,900) per

VLBW newborn; this would add up to JPY 9.5 billion (USD 106 million) a year if all hospitals in

Japan were to behave in the same manner as those observed in this study.4 Although our results

can be applied only to the specific case of at-risk newborns, they indicate the potential for much

larger SID, if we were to mitigate selection bias and focus on less-risky medical procedures such

as NICU utilization.
4All dollar figures in this paper are measured in 2009 U.S. dollars. All yen prices are consumer price index

deflated to the 2009 Japanese yen, and then converted to U.S. dollars by using that year’s exchange rate of JPY 90
per USD 1.
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Japan is a suitable empirical setting in which to examine the existence and monetary value

of SID, for a number of reasons. First, under universal health insurance, medical providers in

Japan are all paid through the same national fee schedule, which is uniformly applied regardless

of a patient’s insurance type or medical provider. Second, there is little room for cost shifting,

because all citizens are covered by mandatory universal health insurance. By contrast, in the

United States the introduction of a PPS under Medicare has led hospitals to charge higher prices

to private insurers (Cutler, 1998).

In addition to the literature on SID, this paper also contributes to the literature on hospital

gaming. Dafny (2005) divides hospital responses to price changes into two categories: nominal

(e.g., accounting maneuvers, such as upcoding diagnoses) and real (e.g., increased care provision).

But unlike Dafny, who finds evidence of only nominal responses to changes in diagnosis-specific

prices, we find evidence of both nominal (i.e., manipulation of reported birth weights) and real

(i.e., longer stays in the NICU) responses.

Our results may also inform reimbursement policy for newborn treatment in other countries.

For example, a few states in the United States have already adopted modified diagnosis-related

groups (DRGs) that incorporate birth weight and decide the reimbursement of state Medicaid

programs; others are still in the process of implementing such modifications.5 Our results caution

against using birth weight to decide reimbursement, since this offers an incentive for hospitals to

manipulate the system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background information

on the reimbursement system, the treatment of newborns in Japan, and the conceptual framework.

Section 3 describes the data used herein, and Section 4 presents the identification strategy. Section

5 outlines the birth-weight distribution and discusses manipulations of reported birth weights.

Section 6 discusses the main results in NICU utilization, and Section 7 examines treatment intensity

and the monetary value of the induced demand. Section 8 provides concluding remarks.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly describe the reimbursement system in Japan, the treatment of newborns

there, and the conceptual framework used in this study.

2.1 Japan’s reimbursement system: A shift from FFS to partial PPS

Prior to the introduction of the PPS, medical providers in Japan were all paid via a FFS system.

The national fee schedule for procedures was uniformly applied to all Japanese patients (regardless

5The examples are all-patient DRGs (AP-DRGs) and all-patient refined DRGs (APR-DRGs). See Quinn (2008)
for details.
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of insurance type or medical provider) and biennially revised based on the recommendations of

the Central Social Health Insurance Council and an advisory committee to the Ministry of Health,

Labor, and Welfare (MHLW) that represents payers, providers, and the public. Within an overall

budget (set beforehand in negotiations between the Ministry of Finance and the MHLW), the

fee schedule was determined after repeated negotiations among the council members, “with their

political agreement rather than scientific validity being the criterion for setting prices” (Ikegami

and Campbell, 1995: 1298).6

Meanwhile, medical expenditures in Japan have been rising, largely because the population

is aging– and much faster than in any other developed country. To contain costs, the Japanese

government implemented a unique PPS that bases payment on the patient’s diagnosis procedure

combination (DPC).7 Importantly, Japan’s PPS only partially replaces the conventional FFS (as

discussed in subsection 2.2).

The government initiated the partial PPS in April 2003, but only to cover acute inpatient care.

From an initial subset of 82 (mostly university) hospitals, the program expanded at a rapid rate

to most acute-care hospitals. Such hospitals, which are generally considered more advanced and

prestigious than chronic-disease hospitals, were quick to add it when their peers did (Anderson

and Ikegami, 2011).8 By 2009, out of the 8,862 hospitals in Japan, a total of 1,283 had adopted

the PPS (Nawata and Kawabuchi, 2013).

2.2 Hospital and doctor fees

Under the PPS, each patient is assigned a 14-digit DPC classification based on the principal

diagnosis and procedure. Of an initial 2,552 DPC groups (Okamura et al., 2005), a subset of

692– those containing a very small number of patients (fewer than 20) or a large variance in cost

(i.e., the coeffi cient of variation in either the fee or the length of stay was greater than 1)– were

excluded from the PPS and reimbursed by way of the conventional FFS (Anderson and Ikegami,

2011). Importantly, the share of patients thus excluded from the PPS was negligible. In our

sample of 9,414 births observed in the post-PPS period, only 292 (3.1 percent) belonged to the

FFS category.

For the remaining 1,860 DPC groups, reimbursement to hospitals is the sum of payment for

hospital-fee procedures and doctor-fee procedures. The procedures that are relatively standardized

across hospitals– such as bed use, diagnostic imaging, injections, and medications– are considered

hospital-fee procedures and paid as per-diem prospective payments. Procedures that reflect techni-

6See also Ikegami (1991, 1992) and Ikegami and Campbell (1995) for detailed descriptions of Japan’s medical
system prior to the implementation of the PPS.

7This is similar to the PPS used in the United States, which is based on DRGs.
8 In fact, some hospitals publicize on their websites that they are reimbursed by PPS.
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cal work by physicians– major components of which are surgery and anaesthsia9– are considered

doctor-fee procedures and paid using the conventional FFS system, and this is why we claim that

the new system partially replaced the conventional FFS.10 The idea behind this distinction is that

hospitals can easily reduce medication expenditures by replacing brand names with generics, but

that the avoidance of necessary surgeries would result in adverse outcomes.

For the time being, the per-diem fixed payment for hospital-fee procedures is multiplied by

a hospital update factor, which is unique to each hospital (Okamura et al., 2005). This factor

is calculated based on hospital-fee procedures prior to the PPS, which guarantees at least the

previous year’s revenue for hospital-fee procedures, provided each hospital sees the same case mix

of patients as in that previous year.

Importantly, in addition to surgery and anesthesia, one procedure that is excluded from the per-

diem fixed payment is NICU utilization,11 since it involves a substantial workload for physicians

and nurses, and its reduction could have adverse effects on at-risk newborns.

In sum, more than 96 percent of observed births were moved to the new reimbursement system;

for these cases, the new reimbursement system consisted of the sum of two payment types, hospital-

fee procedures paid as per-diem fixed payments and doctor-fee procedures (including NICU bed

use) paid according to the old FFS system.

2.3 NICU utilization in Japan

A NICU provides premature, low-birth-weight, or severely ill newborns with intensive monitor-

ing, regulated temperature and respiratory support, isolation from infection risks, and specialized

feeding facilities (Lee et al., 1980; Kliegman, 1995; Phibbs et al., 1996; and Phibbs et al., 2007).12

However, there is no medical treatment that is only allowed in the NICU and not in regular wards.

Hospitals are reimbursed for NICU stays according to their length rather than treatment intensity.

NICU utilization is very costly– hospitals are reimbursed JPY 85,000 (USD 944) per patient

per night in a NICU13– mainly justified by the related staffi ng, since infants in the NICU require

intensive monitoring. Since the average NICU stay of newborns with birth weights less than 1,500

9Relatively complicated and technological procedures (such as endoscopic inspection) are also exempt from the
per-diem fixed-payment scheme.
10Because of its per-diem rather than per-admission payment scheme and the assignment of DPC based on surgery

type and medication, in addition to diagnosis, this payment system is not completely prospective. The retrospective
nature of diagnosis classifications is also observed in the use of DRGs in the United States (Zweifel et al., 2009).
11Notice No. 95 from the MHLW (2008) lists the procedures that are paid outside the fixed per-diem payment

structure. NICU use is one of these procedures.
12The MHLW establishes the requirements for hospitals that claim reimbursements for NICU utilization. For

example, these hospitals must have at least one neonatologist on duty all day and possess emergency resuscita-
tion equipment (an endotracheal intubation set), a cardiorespiratory monitor, artificial ventilation for infants, a
microinfusion device, a pulse oximeter, and photoradiation therapy equipment.
13The amount of reimbursement differs slightly according to the characteristics of hospitals, but they are very

similar.
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g is 43 days, hospitals are reimbursed as much as JPY 3,655,000 (USD 40,600) per newborn for

NICU utilization alone. Since the parents of low-birth-weight infants (specifically those who weigh

less than 2,000 g) are mostly exempt from paying– under a national policy to reduce the financial

burden on parents– the fee is paid almost fully by the government.

The Japanese government acknowledges concerns regarding NICU overutilization. The maxi-

mum number of days for which a hospital can claim reimbursement for NICU utilization is set by

birth weight, believed to be the best predictor of need. These caps are 90 days for newborns who

weigh less than 1,000 g, 60 days for those between 1,000 and 1,500 g, and 21 days for those over

1,500 g. Note that these same thresholds were used before the PPS was introduced, and that the

amount of reimbursement for NICU use has not changed since the partial PPS was adopted.

2.4 Simple Conceptual Framework

McGuire and Pauly (1991) present an economic model of physician behavior that involves multiple

payers. The model in our case can be viewed as one that involves a single payer who buys multiple

services: namely, hospital-fee procedures and doctor-fee procedures. The adoption of the partial

PPS can have large substitution effects because it makes doctor-fee procedures (that are fully

reimbursed) relatively more lucrative than hospital-fee procedures (as hospitals must bear any

additional costs incurred by medical treatments).

Income effects, however, should be somewhat mitigated by the “revenue guaranteed”nature of

the PPS. However, it is still possible that hospitals that are more financially affected by the PPS

respond more to its adoption, because these hospitals know that such hospital-specific adjustments

in place during transition periods will eventually be removed.

The theory of induced demand predicts that the adoption of the PPS should increase provider

demand for doctor-fee procedures, because both substitution and income effects move in the same

direction. Thus, partial PPS provides hospitals with the financial incentive to perform more doctor-

fee procedures, including NICU utilization, whenever safely possible. The increase in doctor-fee

procedures should be larger among hospitals where the income effect is larger. We hypothesize that

hospitals with a larger share of income covered by hospital-fee procedures prior to PPS adoption

may be more affected (discussed in greater detail in Section 4). The effect of PPS adoption on

hospital-fee procedures is not immediately clear, since the substitution and income effects have

opposite signs.

Another complication in interpreting our results derives from the principal-agent problem be-

tween hospitals and physicians. The PPS represents a change in reimbursement to hospitals, and

not to the physicians who work in them. Yet most models of SID consider the physician as the key

decision maker in the delivery of patient care.14 He and Mellor (2012), however, offer a different

14We are very grateful to a referee for highlighting this point.
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model, wherein the physician is an agent to his or her patients as well as to the hospital. This

model predicts that the presence of vertical integration among hospitals with physicians would in-

crease hospital influence over physician behavior, reduce the relative weight that physicians place

on patient health, and thus further increase induced demand.

Unlike in the United States, virtually all physicians in Japan are salaried employees of hospitals

(Anderson and Ikegami, 2011).15 Thus the model proposed by He and Mellor (2012) is quite

relevant to the Japanese case. That said, it cannot be tested because there is essentially no variation

among doctor-hospital contracts in Japan.16 Although we cannot identify the exact mechanisms

by which hospitals exert control over physician behavior, to the extent that physicians internalize

the financial incentives of their hospitals, they may try to manipulate reported birth weights and

lengthen patient stays in the NICU.

3 Data

3.1 Description and sample selection

Insurance claim data for in-hospital births delivered and discharged between April and December

2004—08 are the main data used in this study.17 Since hospitals that were not acute or chronic-

care hospitals had wanted to join this new payment system– which had been designed solely for

acute-care hospitals– the government required those hospitals that were not acute or chronic-care

hospitals but wanted to join the PPS after 2006 to submit two years of data. Thus, our data set

does not contain pre-PPS data for hospitals that adopted the PPS before 2004.

One great advantage of collecting data from Japanese insurance claims is that the national fee

schedule sets uniform prices for each procedure. Therefore, we are able to precisely measure the

monetary value of any inducement (unlike in the United States, where reimbursements to hospitals

are complex and frequently incomplete).

15While physicians and hospitals in the United States tend to be separate entities, Burns et al. (2000) found
that in the 1990s, more than 40 percent of U.S. hospitals were engaged in some type of strategic alliance with
physicians. Moreover, Kocher and Sahni (2011) note that in the past decade there has been a 75 percent increase in
hospital-employed physician practices; more than half of all physician practices in the United States are now owned
by hospitals. This recent and rapid increase in hospital-employed physicians is a condition ripe for an increase in
SID.
16While we lack detailed information on individual physician salaries, the MHLW report (2012) shows that the

average physician salary has remained quite stable: JPY 1,153,000; JPY 1,101,000; and JPY 1,169,000 in 1996,
2006, and 2011, respectively.
17Exceptions to this are the years 2004 and 2005 for which data were collected from April to October. In the early

years of the program, the submission of data to the government was required only during these months, to reduce
the hospitals’data-compilation burden. As a robustness check, we limit the sample to the births between April and
October, to be consistent across years; however, the main results remain quantitatively unchanged. Additionally, by
using birth data that cover the universe of births in Japan, we confirmed that the characteristics of births (such as
birth weight, and gestational length) in the second half of the calendar year are no different from those in the first
half (results available upon request).
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We extract the data in the following manner. First, we extract data on the in-hospital births

in the 188 hospitals that claimed at least one day of NICU utilization.18 Note that compared with

the total number of hospitals that adopted the PPS, as well as the total number of hospitals in

Japan (1,283 and 8,862 hospitals, respectively, in 2009), we examine a very narrow set of hospitals.

Second, we merge pretreatment hospital information from 2002 (excluding one hospital that opened

after 2002).

Finally, we limit the sample to newborns who weigh less than 2,000 g, for the following reasons.

First, since parents of infants who weigh less than 2,000 g are exempt from payment, there is no

incentive for them to limit service overutilization. Second, we observe in our data set only the

births covered by health insurance: while all newborns who weigh less than 2,000 g are covered

by health insurance, those who weigh more than 2,000 g are covered only if they have severe

complications.19 Thus, the former represent a more nationally representative sample of births

(conditional on weighing less than 2,000 g), as is confirmed by national statistics.20 Since our

entire sample is covered by health insurance, and patients probably prefer more treatment to less,

a state of information asymmetry is more likely to occur between physicians and insurers than

between physicians and patients.

The final number of newborns in our study– from 187 hospitals with NICUs– is 12,406, or 79

percent of the total 15,725 who weigh less than 2,000 g each. Of these, the 9,915 who stayed in the

NICU for at least one day constitute our main sample of focus. One valid concern was whether

newborns were being transferred from non-NICU hospitals: however, it was confirmed that only

8 percent of newborns in non-NICU hospitals were being transferred to NICU hospitals, and the

number of transfers did not change after the PPS was introduced.21

We also use birth certificate data from 1995—2008, but from these we cannot identify the births

that occurred in hospitals with NICUs versus those without, or hospitals that adopted the PPS.

Therefore, we use this data set only to supplement our main set (of insurance claim data) and to

specifically examine whether we see bunching within the universe of births, or time periods that

our insurance claim data do not cover.
18We do not have complete information on which hospitals have NICUs; those that claim at least one day of NICU

utilization are considered hospitals with NICUs.
19While normal vaginal delivery is not covered by health insurance, mothers receive a lump-sum payment, set by

the government.
20The birth distribution among all births below 2,000 g in 2008 is 14 percent, less than 1,000 g; 24 percent,

1,000—1,499 g; and 63 percent 1,500—1,999 g, according to national statistics (MHLW, 2009). In our sample, the
corresponding figures are 13, 25, and 62 percent, which are almost identical to the national statistics. The birth
distribution in our data deviates from national statistics for newborns who weigh more than 2,000 g, since some of
the births in this range are treated as normal deliveries.
21Specifically, we regress the number of transfers received using equation (1) and find no statistically significant

change.
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3.2 Outcome variables

There are four key outcome variables for NICU utilization. A NICU utilization dummy equals 1

if the hospital claims at least one day of NICU utilization for a newborn. There is a variable for

the number of NICU days claimed, conditional on NICU utilization; the first corresponds to the

extensive margin, and the second corresponds to the intensive margin of NICU utilization. Third,

we create a dummy for whether the newborn reached the maximum number of NICU days allowed

for his or her birth weight. Finally, we create the variable called “over 21,”which equals 1 if the

birth weight is less than 1,500 g and the stay at the NICU is longer than 21 days; and “over 60,”

which equals 1 if the birth weight is less than 1,000 g and the stay at the NICU is greater than 60

days.

Table 1 summarizes the key variables within these data. Summary statistics are grouped

according to the year in which hospitals adopted the new payment system. A simple comparison

before and after PPS adoption for NICU stays shows that hospitals that adopted the new payment

system in 2006 and 2008 (hereafter referred to as treatment hospitals) increased NICU stay by 2.2

days, on average– an amount similar to hospitals that adopted the PPS in 2003 and 2004, and

slightly shorter than those that adopted the PPS in 2009. There is little difference in the total

length of stay in the treatment hospitals before and after PPS implementation. The table also

shows that more than two-thirds of total reimbursement (0.72 = 2,354/3,289) came from doctor-fee

procedures– of which 96 percent was derived from NICU utilization.

Figure 1A is a graphical representation of a regression analysis of NICU utilization. We plot

the average length of stay in the NICU for newborns who stayed at least one day in the NICU, for

each 100 g interval, before and after PPS implementation. To avoid a composition effect caused

by the different times hospitals adopted the PPS, we use only the year before and the year after

PPS adoption for those hospitals for which we have both pre- and post-PPS data.

There are two things here worthy of mention. First, the number of days in the NICU differs

substantially at the birth-weight thresholds both pre- and post-PPS. For example, before the PPS

was introduced, the jump in NICU days at 1,500 g was roughly 15 days between newborns who

weighed less than 1,500 g and those who weighed more than 1,500 g; values at the 1,000 g threshold

were of a similar magnitude. Second, after the PPS was adopted, we find a sizable increase in

NICU days, but only for those under 1,500 g (i.e., VLBW). The figure indicates that while many

newborns who weigh more than 1,500 g have already reached the maximum number of NICU days,

there is more room for claims relating to longer NICU stays for thus under 1,500 g. Figure 1B

shows that there is no clear sign that the total length of stay changed after PPS adoption, despite

the increase in the number of NICU stays. This observation implies the possibility that newborns

spend some days in the NICU when they could have spent them just as safely in a normal bed.
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4 Estimation

4.1 Estimation equation

Since the PPS was introduced at various times at the hospital level, our main specification exploits

this differential timing in a difference-in-difference framework, to estimate the effect of the PPS

on the supply of medical procedures:

Yiht = θt + αh +X
′
ihtβ + Z

′
htγ + φPostht + εiht (1)

for newborn i, hospital h, at time t. Yiht is the outcome, such as NICU days, and total reimburse-

ment. θt represents a full set of year dummies, and αh stands for a full set of hospital fixed effects.

Xiht is a vector of newborn characteristics, such as birth weight, length of gestation, and gender.

Zht is the time-variant hospital characteristics– specifically, the interactions of predetermined hos-

pital characteristics with time trends (as discussed in subsection 4.2). Postht is a dummy that

equals 1 if hospital h is under the new payment system at time t. Finally, εiht is a random term

that captures all omitted variables. The main coeffi cient of interest is φ.

There are five different groups of hospitals in the data, and they adopted the new payment

system at different times– specifically, in 2003, 2004, 2006, 2008, or 2009. Since our data span

2004—08, the post dummy always equals 1 for hospitals that adopted PPS in 2003 or 2004, and

always equals 0 for those that adopted PPS in 2009. Therefore, the identifying variation comes

from hospitals that adopted PPS in 2006 or 2008. We cluster the standard error at the hospital-

year level in all specifications, to allow for an arbitrary serial correlation within hospitals in each

year (Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan, 2004).

Further, we estimate the following equation as an alternative specification, exploiting the dif-

ferences in financial pressure that hospitals face.22

Yiht = θt + αh +X
′
ihtβ + Z

′
htγ + δ(Bh × Postht) + εiht (2)

where Bh is a “bite”variable for each hospital h (Salkever, 2000). The main coeffi cient of interest

here is δ. While equation (1) assumes that all hospitals experience pressures in equal amounts, it

is plausible that some hospitals experience more acute financial pressure under the new PPS than

others. Equation (2) exploits this important variation to allow the volume response to vary with

the financial pressure exerted by the PPS on each hospital.23

22We are grateful to an anonymous referee for this suggestion.
23 It is quite common in the existing literature to exploit changes in the amounts of provider payment over time

and across physicians/hospitals, in order to identify the size of the volume response. For example, see Nguyen and
Derrick (1997), Yip (1998), and Rice et al. (1999) for studies in the SID literature, and Norton et al. (2002), Sood
et al. (2008), and Cutler (1995) for studies in the PPS literature.
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The next key question is how to empirically construct such a bite variable Bh,24 as it cannot

be measured directly, since the procedure categorizations were not available before the policy

was implemented. The main procedures excluded from the hospital-fee procedures are NICU use,

surgery, and anesthesia, and we assume that all other procedures are hospital-fee procedures that

would have been paid through a fixed payment had the PPS been implemented. Thus, we define Bh

as the ratio of fees for hospital-fee procedures to total fees, according to the national fee schedule in

the year prior to PPS adoption. This ratio varies considerably across hospitals. In fact, Bh ranges

from 0.003 percent to 85.4 percent, with a mean of 24.3 percent and a standard deviation of 16.3

percent. The identifying assumption in estimating equation (2) is that, without the introduction

of the PPS, hospitals with different Bh values would not have experienced differential changes in

their outcomes following PPS adoption.

Nonetheless, we do not choose equation (2) as our main specification, because the bite variable

constructed here is based solely on the discharge of newborns and not on those of the entire

hospital (since we have only data on newborns). Thus, it is not entirely clear whether this bite

variable indeed represents the financial pressure faced by each hospital. Additionally, Bh may not

be exogenous to changes in NICU utilization.

4.2 PPS adoption

Since participation in the PPS was mandatory in only 82 selected hospitals in 2003, PPS partici-

pation could be endogenous to NICU use, thereby biasing the estimates. However, it is important

to note that if hospitals want to exploit the “revenue-guaranteed”nature of the PPS, they should

increase their treatment intensity in the year prior to PPS adoption, since this is the base year

by which the hospital update factor is calculated. However, such strategic behaviors would make

it more diffi cult for us to find results, since hospitals may reduce treatment intensity to increase

profits once the PPS is adopted. Additionally, the hospital update factor is computed based only

on hospital-fee procedures; it does not include NICU utilization, a doctor-fee procedure.

Nonetheless, anecdotal evidence suggests that government hospitals generally postponed PPS

adoption, since they often needed approval from the municipal legislature. To examine this pos-

sibility, we run the proportional hazard model that regresses the years until adoption of the PPS

on the variety of hospital characteristics from 2002, one year before the implementation of the

PPS in the first round of 82 hospitals. Table 2 presents the results of duration analysis where the

regressand is PPS adoption and the regressors are hospital characteristics from 2002. It shows the

marginal effect on the probability of adoption for each hospital characteristic.

In Column (1), we use only the 72 treatment hospitals that provide data vis-à-vis the identifying

24For example, Acemoglu and Finkelstein (2008) use the share of Medicare patients at each hospital as a “bite”
variable to identify the effects of PPS introduction.
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variation. None of the estimates are statistically significant at conventional levels. In Column (2),

we use a larger sample of hospitals that includes those that never switched; this sample would

not suffer from endogenous selection and may therefore offer more precise estimates. Consistent

with anecdotal evidence, government hospitals tended to adopt the PPS more slowly than did

nonprofit hospitals, as did hospitals with fewer beds.25 For example, Column (2) shows that the

hazard ratio of government-owned hospitals is 0.449, which indicates that being a government

hospital decreases the hazard by approximately 55 percent (1—0.449) compared to the baseline

hazard. However, other hospital characteristics explain very little of the variation in adoption

timing. That both hazard models suggest weak correlation between hospital characteristics and

PPS adoption is encouraging to our identification strategy.26

However, to control for possible differences in trends across hospitals that spuriously correlate

with the post dummy, all of our regressions include interactions of these 2002 predetermined

hospital characteristics with time trends, following earlier literature (e.g., Acemoglu, Autor, and

Lyle, 2004; Hoynes and Schanzenbach, 2009; Almond, Hoynes, and Schanzenbach, 2011). In

practice, our results are not at all sensitive to the inclusion of these controls. We also conducted

a variety of robustness checks to account for concerns vis-à-vis the potential endogeneity of PPS

adoption, such as the inclusion of a lead dummy and hospital-specific linear trends.

5 Manipulation of reported birth weight

5.1 Distribution of birth weight

Figure 2 plots the distribution of reported birth weight for newborns who weigh 800g—2,000 g,

in hospitals with NICU beds, pre- and post-PPS. To see the contrast, we limit the sample to

treatment hospitals, since they have data from both before and after PPS adoption. Due to the

small sample size, we aggregate the frequency to 20 g intervals. The two vertical lines correspond

to 1,000 and 1,500 g; for both, the number of days that hospitals may claim reimbursement for

NICU utilization jumps substantially.

Figure 2 shows that there is obviously data bunching just below the 1,000 g and 1,500 g

thresholds, but a greater degree of bunching after PPS adoption. We observe the bunching just

to the left of the 1,000 and 1,500 g thresholds, but just to the right of almost every other 100 g

threshold. This is due to the rounded reporting at every 100 g, which is included in the right bin

of these thresholds in the histogram.
25There are no private for-profit hospitals, since hospitals are not allowed to issue shares in Japan.
26As an alternative check, we also run a regression where the dependent variable is the PPS adoption dummy and

the controls are various time-variant traits. We do so to determine whether adoption correlates with other contem-
poraneous changes. Unfortunately, we have only limited information on the time-variant hospital characteristics;
consequently, we include only the nurse-patient ratio, doctor-patient ratio, and number of beds. Again, we find no
evidence of correlation between hospital characteristics and PPS adoption (results available upon request).
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More formally, we run the density test proposed by McCrary (2008), while using birth weight

as a running variable. We find that there are statistically significant jumps at the 1,000 and 1,500

g levels, after PPS adoption. Figure 3 shows the results of McCrary’s test around 1,500 grams for

post-PPS adoption, among NICU hospitals. We use the pilot bandwidth of 100 g, with a binsize

of 10 g. Note that the positive estimates here indicate an excessive mass just below the cut-off

values, so that we are consistent with our definition of the threshold dummy that takes a value of

1 if the observations are below the birth-weight cut-off values. The log difference in distribution

at 1,500 g is 0.84 (t = 2.68), and that at 1,000 g is 0.45 (t = 2.28). Panel A in Table 3 shows

that these results are robust to the various binsize and bandwidth choices. Moreover, we do not

see any statistically significant jumps at any other multiples of 100 g. Note that the mechanical

bunching at every 100 g multiple occurs as a result of common-scale resolutions; this runs counter

to our finding of positive jumps at the 1,000 g and 1,500 g cut-off values.

For pre-PPS adoption, Panel B in Table 3 shows that while the log-density difference is statisti-

cally significant for some bandwidth and binsize choices at the 1,000-g cut-off value, the estimates

are not robust to the binsize and bandwidth choices. For example, with a binsize of 10 and a

bandwidth of 100 g, the log-density difference at 1,000 g is 0.65 (t = 1.71). Importantly, this

density difference is smaller than that from the post-PPS (0.84; t = 2.68), given the same binsize

and bandwidth. For 1,500 g, even though the coeffi cients are all positive, the estimates are not

statistically significant at the conventional level. These results are consistent with the fact that

while financial incentives existed for hospitals to manipulate reported birth weights prior to PPS

adoption, the incentives became larger after the PPS.

We also examine the birth-weight distribution by using birth data that essentially cover all the

births that took place in Japan during 1995—2008. As previously noted, Japanese birth certificates

contain no hospital identifiers; this means that in using these data, we can identify neither the

births that took place at hospitals with NICUs, nor those at hospitals that have adopted the PPS.

Nonetheless, within the universe of births, we observe bunching just below the 1,000 g and

1,500 g thresholds.27 Appendix Table A shows that the log-density differences at these threshold

levels are statistically significant; they are also robust to a variety of bandwidth and binsize choices

in McCrary’s density test. Additionally, we see no bunching just below any other threshold value

that is a multiple of 100 g, and this further strengthens our claim that the bunching observed just

below each of these two thresholds is unusual.

We also find that the bunching that occurs just below the 1,000 g and 1,500 g thresholds has

become more severe in recent years. Appendix Figure A shows the time series of the birth-weight

27Here, we limit our data to the sample of births that occurred in hospitals. Note that in Japan, “hospitals”are
defined as medical institutions that have more than 20 beds, and “clinics”as those with fewer than 20 or no beds.
Although not every hospital has a NICU, NICUs are located exclusively in hospitals, not clinics. Hence, we observe
bunching only among hospital births (results available upon request).
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distribution for each birth-weight threshold before and after 2003, when the PPS was introduced

in the first 82 hospitals. The graphs on the left– for both the 1,000 g and 1,500 g thresholds– show

that bunching existed even before the PPS was implemented. However, the graphs on the right–

for both the 1,000 g and 1,500 g thresholds– indicate that bunching just below the birth-weight

thresholds has grown more severe in recent years, especially with respect to the 1,500 g threshold.

Appendix Table B shows the results of implementing McCrary’s density test, which confirm these

findings.

5.2 Manipulation?

We argue that this bunching is indeed the result of the manipulation of reported birth weights,

for the following reasons. First, Appendix Figure B shows that such bunching is not observed

among hospitals without NICUs, where such financial incentives for manipulation apparently do

not exist. Second, since we focus only on in-hospital births, these results are not driven by the

reception of transfers from other hospitals of newborns who weigh slightly less than the birth-

weight thresholds, or by transfers to other hospitals were newborns weigh slightly more than the

birth-weight thresholds. Third, our results are not driven by the unique nature of our insurance

claim data, since we find the same bunching among all births in Japan when using birth data as

shown above.

This manipulation per se is of particular interest, since this result is very different from the

recent findings of Almond et al. (2010) and Bharadwaj et al. (2013). While Almond et al. (2010),

using U.S. birth data, found pronounced bunching at the gram equivalents of 1-oz intervals, they

did not observe such bunching just below the 1,500 g threshold.28 On the other hand, Bharadwaj

et al. (2013) found bunching at the 10, 50, and 100 g intervals, due to the rounding of birth

weights, in birth data from Chile and Norway– countries that, like Japan, measure birth weight

in grams, but where nonrandom heaping just below the 1,500 g birth-weight threshold has not

been observed. The exception is Jürges and Köberlein (2013) who document DRG upcoding that

occurred in German hospitals through birth-weight manipulation.

Since we have no objective measure of newborn health, and as we cannot link mothers’infor-

mation to our insurance claim birth data, it is diffi cult to distinguish whether this sorting is the

result of benevolence (e.g., physicians misrecording the birth weights of sicker infants who weigh

more than the cut-off value, so that these infants receive necessary treatment) or gaming (e.g., hos-

pitals misrecording birth weights, so as to obtain higher reimbursements for NICU utilization).29

Since we see exacerbated manipulation following the introduction of the PPS among hospitals with

28Barreca et al. (2011) show that this bunching in birth weight in U.S. data systematically correlates with the
mothers’socioeconomic characteristics, as Bharadwaj et al. (2013) also document in Chile.
29One could explore this issue by examining the degree of manipulation by hospital ownership type (Duggan,

2000) but due to the small sample size, we cannot detect any differences by ownership type.
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NICUs, we suspect that the latter scenario is more likely.30

Table 3 also confirms that there is no evidence of data bunching just below the 2,000 g thresh-

old. This result may strengthen our claim against the benevolence explanation. Since parents

of newborns who weigh less than 2,000 g are exempt from making payments, if the hospitals in-

deed cared about the parents’financial burden and about providing more treatment to newborns,

they would have manipulated the reported birth weight to just below 2,000 g. However, from the

perspective of hospital finances, it makes little difference whether the payment comes from the

government or the parent. The last graph in Appendix Figure A shows that in the birth data,

there is no bunching at just below 2,000 g.

To gauge the rough magnitude of this manipulation, using the universe of births from 1995—2008

we count the number of births in the range of 10 g around the 1,500 g cut-off value. The number

of newborns who weigh between 1,490 and 1,499 g is 2,373, while those who weigh between 1,500

g and 1,509 g number 1,731. If we simply assume that newborns who weigh slightly more than the

threshold value are moved to below the threshold and hence within this range, the implied shift

of birth is around 321, which is (2,373—1,731)/2. Similarly, the number of newborns who weigh

between 990 g and 999 g was 1,485, and that of those who weigh 1,000 g—1,009 g was 779, which

implies the shift of 353 births.

It is important to note, however, that the degree of manipulation does not seem substantial,

considering the size of the financial reward that a hospital can potentially reap.31 For example, if

a hospital manipulates birth weights that are just above 1,500 g, misrecording each as just below

1,500 g, the maximum number of NICU days for which a hospital can claim would differ by 39

days (60—21). This difference would lead to a maximum of JPY 3,315,000 (JPY 85,000/day × 39
days, or roughly USD 36,800) of additional reimbursement to hospitals. However, there are still

some observations just above these cut-off values in Figure 2. This small magnitude of sorting may

indicate the diffi culties inherent in manipulating reported birth weights. However, it is plausible

that the manipulation could become severe, if the stakes were suffi ciently high. Indeed, as shown

above, using birth data, the magnitude of manipulation was found to be larger after the PPS was

introduced in 2003.

Since the degree of manipulation is not substantial, our difference-in-difference regressions in

the following sections include births near each birth-weight threshold. In fact, our results are not

sensitive to the inclusion of these observations. To mitigate concerns that the inclusion of birth
30 Indeed, we could also potentially use the jump in NICU days at these birth-weight thresholds to examine the

effect of the NICU in the regression discontinuity (RD) framework, akin to Almond et al. (2010) and Bharadwaj et
al. (2013). However, if the unobserved quality of the hospitals or physicians is correlated with the manipulation of
birth weight, this may violate the identification assumption of RD that birth below and above the cut-off is random.
Therefore, we do not use that approach in this paper.
31Discussions with physicians indicate that it is possible that physicians or nurses weigh the newborns several

times and report the lowest birth weight, while being mindful of the differential reimbursement just below the cut-off
values. They mention being able to manipulate birth weights to a maximum of 10—20, using this method.
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weight (as a control variable) may be overcontrolling, as robustness checks, we show estimations

without any controls, and also include just the year controls.

6 NICU utilization

6.1 Regression results

Our main estimation results of NICU utilization are shown in Table 4. The first three columns

present results for NICU use, which is a dummy that equals 1 if the newborn stays at least one

day in the NICU. Since NICU use was high even before PPS adoption, we estimate it using a

Probit model.32 Throughout this study, Probit estimation reports the marginal effect of a binary

variable. We find no evidence that hospitals use the NICU more often following the introduction

of the PPS (Column (1)). We divide the sample into newborns who weigh more than 1,500 g

(Column (2)) and those who weigh less than 1,500 g (Column (3)); however, the estimates are not

statistically significant in either case.

Columns (4)—(6) in Table 4 present the numbers of days of NICU utilization claimed by hospi-

tals, conditional on each hospital claiming at least one day. Column (4) shows that newborns stay

2.75 days longer after PPS adoption. Columns (5) and (6) in Table 4 show that the results are

largely driven by VLBW newborns (those who weigh less than 1,500 g each). While newborns with

birth weights greater than 1,500 g stay 0.56 days longer, on average (not statistically significant),

VLBW newborns stay 4.72 days longer, and the estimate is statistically significant at the 1 percent

level. Since the average length of stay in the NICU for VLBW newborns is 46.0 days, on average,

before PPS adoption, this increase corresponds to a 10.3 percent increase in NICU days claimed

for reimbursement.

Appendix Table C show the results based on the Poisson model, instead of OLS. The table

shows results similar to those derived through OLS; most of the increases in NICU utilization days

result from VLBW newborns.33 In Appendix Table D, we also separate out newborns with birth

weights lower and greater than 1,000 g from among VLBW newborns. While we see slightly larger

increases in the length of NICU stays among those newborns who weigh less than 1,000 g, the

difference is not statistically significant. For this reason, we examine VLBW newborns altogether,

to increase the statistical power.

Columns (7)—(9) in Table 4 investigate the probability of newborns reaching the maximum

number of NICU days, as set by the birth-weight range, but the estimates are not statistically

32We also estimate using the ordinary least squares (OLS) method. While the estimates are smaller in magnitude
than in Probit, none of them are statistically significant in OLS, either.
33We prefer OLS to count models like the Poisson model, since the change in the number of days in OLS is

easier to interpret; they are also easier to convert to monetary terms to measure induced demand (compared to the
incidence-rate ratios in the Poisson model).
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significant in any range. These results indicate that hospitals may increase the length of the NICU

stay for all births.

The last two columns in Table 4 examine whether PPS adoption caused newborns with birth

weight just below the cut-off to stay longer in a NICU than the next-heavier group of newborns’

maximum allowable number of NICU days. If the reason for birth-weight misrecording is to

lengthen the NICU stay, then after PPS adoption, newborns with birth weights just below the

threshold will stay longer than the next-heavier group’s maximum allowable NICU days. Here, we

limit the sample to those just 100 g below each threshold; we do not include hospital fixed effects,

since the sample size is very small, and hence, the number of hospitals is very small. Columns (10)

and (11) show that newborns just below 1,500 g, and those just below 1,000 g, are 16.7 percent and

12.7 percent more likely, respectively, to stay in the NICU longer than the next-heavier group’s

maximum number of NICU days, where the former is statistically significant at the 1 percent level.

6.2 Robustness checks

In this subsection, we examine the robustness of our results with four other possible explanations.

Since none of the alternative explanations suffi ciently account for our results, and we find the

largest effect to be on NICU days for VLBW newborns, we focus on this group in the following

analysis. We mainly focus on Panel A in Table 5, which estimates the variants of equation (1); Panel

B, meanwhile, estimates those of equation (2). To facilitate comparisons with our basic results,

Column (1) in Panel A of Table 5 reports the estimated coeffi cients from the base specification.

6.2.1 Overcontrolling of birth weight

While we demonstrated in Section 5 that there is manipulation of reported birth weights around

the cut-offvalues, we thus far have included birth weight as a control variable. To mitigate concerns

that it may be overcontrolling, we first show results from specifications that do not include any

controls, and also include only the year controls, to control for differential adoption. Columns (2)

and (3) in Table 5 show that our results are robust to these specifications.

One approach to address the manipulation of reported birth weight is to limit births to a

small window for each cut-off value, before and after the PPS-related reform, to standardize the

samples. While we have shown that manipulation seems to occur roughly within 20 g of the birth-

weight thresholds, to be conservative, we limit the sample to those 20g—40 g on each side of the

thresholds. Here we do not include hospital fixed effects, since the number of hospitals with births

just below or above the thresholds would be very small. Appendix Table E shows that we indeed

see a four- to six-day increase in NICU stays among newborns within the small ranges around

these thresholds. These results reassure us that the manipulation of recorded birth weights does
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not seem to seriously bias our estimates.34

Another piece of reassuring evidence that manipulation may not be an issue comes from results

using the full sample of newborns who weigh less than 2,000 g– i.e., which includes observations

around both the 1,000 g and 1,500 g thresholds. This full sample may be standardized before

and after PPS implementation, since manipulation seems to be quite localized around these two

threshold values. We also do not observe manipulation around the 2,000 g threshold, where we

limit the sample. Column (4) in Table 4 shows that there is a 2.75 day (t = 2.44) increase in NICU

stay among this full sample.

6.2.2 Endogeneity of participation

Here we examine the concern of endogeneity with respect to PPS adoption. Figure 4 shows the

results of an event-study analysis, where we replace the policy dummy in equation (1) with the

series of dummies for each year since PPS adoption. Due to data limitations, there are only two

years of data from before PPS implementation. The outcome is NICU days, and we focus on

VLBW newborns. Figure 4 shows that there was no pre-trend before the PPS was implemented,

and a substantial jump of around five days after implementation. This result is reassuring, since

we can rule out the possibility of strategic behavior one year prior to PPS implementation.

The event-study analysis mitigates concerns vis-à-vis the endogeneity of PPS implementation.

Nonetheless, we additionally take two different approaches to show that our results may not be

driven by the endogeneity of hospital participation in the PPS. First, we include a lead dummy

that equals 1 just prior to the year when hospitals joined the new payment system; specifically, it is

1 for year 2005 for the hospitals that adopted the new payment system in 2006, and 1 for year 2007

for the hospitals that adopted it in 2008, and 0 otherwise. This inclusion of the preperiod dummy

is often used to investigate the reliability of difference-in-difference estimation (e.g., see Acemoglu

and Finkelstein, 2008); it also serves as a specification test to determine whether there are any

differential trends in the variable of interest before the introduction of policy change. For instance,

if the hospitals hoped to exploit the “revenue-guaranteed” nature of the PPS, they would have

increased their treatment intensity just prior to PPS adoption; the lead dummy should capture

such behavior. Column (4) in Table 5 shows that the inclusion of the lead dummy does not change

the magnitude of the coeffi cients, compared with the main result in Column (1). Additionally, the

size of the lead dummy is small in magnitude, compared to the main variable of interest, and it is

not statistically significant at conventional levels.

While hospitals do not seem to trend toward longer NICU stays prior to PPS implementation,

34We do not take this as the main approach, for the following reasons. First, the increase in NICU stays seems to
occur across all birth-weight ranges lower than 1,500 g (see Figure 1A). Second, the sample size among these ranges
is very small. Finally, we prefer to include hospital fixed effects to compare the outcomes within the same hospital,
before and after the payment reform.
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it is still possible that adoption correlates with other contemporaneous changes that could lengthen

NICU stays. For example, Anderson and Ikegami (2011) note that hospitals had to meet certain

quality standards required to implement the PPS, and they did so by increasing the size of their

nursing staff. In such cases, an increase in NICU stays may reflect the higher quality of care or the

increased number of nursing personnel at a hospital. To investigate this possibility, we include the

time-variant hospital characteristics (i.e., the nurse-patient ratio, doctor-patient ratio, and total

number of beds) in the regression. Column (5) shows that the estimates do not change much. We

also regress the patient-nurse ratio as our outcome variable, rather than the controls, but we find

this to have no effect on this variable (results available upon request).

Finally, we include a hospital linear time trend to capture preexisting time trends specific to

each hospital. If there is a strategic behavior, as mentioned above, the hospital-specific linear

trend may capture it to some extent. This is the most stringent specification possible, since it

leaves little variation in the variables of interest. Column (6) shows that the coeffi cient of the post

dummy is still statistically significant at the 5 percent level, even so; in fact, the magnitude of the

coeffi cient grows even larger (7.00 days).35 Overall, there seems to be little concern about whether

the endogeneity of PPS participation drives our results regarding NICU utilization.

6.2.3 Sicker newborns

Another interpretation of our results is that infants born after PPS implementation are somehow

sicker than those born before PPS adoption, and thus these newborns need more intensive care.

It is diffi cult to imagine a sudden change in the birth-weight distribution and overall health of

low-birth-weight newborns, since neither variable is easily predicted in advance; also, the number

of low-birth-weight newborns does not change drastically over the span of a few years.

Nonetheless, there remains the possibility that PPS implementation has induced hospitals to

focus on those conditions and treatments in which hospitals are highly cost-effi cient (Dranove,

1987). Additionally, the PPS designation may be seen as a prestige bestowed upon hospitals of

particularly high quality, and so it is possible that expectant mothers– particularly those facing

high risks– have sought out these hospitals. If these mechanisms lead to a concentration of po-

tentially sicker babies in those hospitals that adopted the PPS– specifically, in 2006 or 2008– our

results could be spurious.

One way to mitigate this concern is to control for the diagnoses of newborns. However, since

diagnoses are coded by physicians, this coding is also potentially driven by the same economic

factors that determine NICU utilization (Dafny, 2005; Silverman and Skinner, 2004); if a physician

35We also created two different control groups to examine the robustness of our results. The hospitals that adopted
PPS in the early years may be different from those that adopted it later. Thus, we use the hospitals that adopted
in 2003 or 2004 (early adopters) and hospitals that adopted in 2009 (late adopters) as two control groups, which
provides a coeffi cient similar to that of the main results (results available upon request).
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is going to manipulate the recorded birth weight in order to reap a financial reward, he or she

must provide a diagnosis that justifies the use of the NICU. Although we are aware of the potential

concern that diagnosis-coding is endogenous, we include the DPC groups’fixed effects for newborns

with clinically similar conditions. Column (7) shows that the estimate is very similar to the

baseline. Further, we include in Column (8) the three complications (retinopathy of prematurity,

patent ductus arteriosus, and nutritional deficiency) available in the data set.36 The estimate with

the controls for the three complications is not very different from the estimate at the baseline in

Column (1), suggesting that the effect of the complications is small within the same DPC group

(i.e., among patients with the same diagnosis and procedure).37

6.2.4 Increase in Supply of NICU beds

Finally, it is possible that an increase in NICU days merely reflects an increase in the availability

of NICU beds– something that Pauly (1980) refers to as the “availability effect.”Unfortunately,

we have no complete annual data on the number of NICU beds;38 however, we can identify the

hospitals that opened or closed NICU beds, from the information on whether hospitals had claimed

NICU utilization for least one day in the year. It is plausible to assume that if hospitals have NICU

beds, they are being used. In line with this thinking, we find that there are eight hospitals in our

data that started claiming reimbursement for NICU utilization, and seven hospitals that stopped.

We exclude these 15 hospitals and run the same main specification. Column (9) shows that the

coeffi cient of the post dummy does not change, and so our results are not driven by mere changes

in the supply of hospitals that opened or closed NICU beds.

6.2.5 Bite variable analysis

Thus far, we exploit the differential timing of PPS adoption, while assuming that all hospitals

experience financial pressures of an equal amount. Here we exploit the potential difference in the

36The basic DPC (first six digits of DPC) that starts with “140010”(short gestation and low birth weight)– which
covers roughly 97 percent of VLBW newborns who use the NICU– lists complications that can be claimed in the
PPS. These three complications account for 87 percent of all complications in the list.
37Moreover, the data contain babies delivered and discharged between April and December. Sicker babies are

more likely to be excluded from the sample, and this can potentially create selection bias if the adoption of the PPS
affects the total length of hospital stay. Following Card et al. (2009), we experiment with dropping the discharge
records of newborns born within one month from the end of the sample period every year, to preclude length-biased
sampling problems. The estimate is 4.61 (t-stat = 2.39), which is very similar to the estimate from the baseline
specification.
38Unfortunately, while information on NICU beds was collected every three years (i.e., in 2002, 2005, and 2008),

this information was not complete. Among the 187 hospitals in our analysis, we have information for only 144
hospitals. The number of NICU beds ranges from 3 to 36, with a median and mean of 9. Of those 144 hospitals, 33
increased the number of NICU beds between 2002 and 2008. While far from perfect, to examine whether an increase
in NICU beds plays a role here, we compare the estimate from the 144 hospitals to the estimate that excludes the
33 hospitals and find them to be very similar. The average estimate for the 144 hospitals is 5.46 (standard error of
2.22), while that of the sample that excludes the 33 hospitals is 5.35 (standard error of 2.53).
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financial pressure that each hospital faces by estimating equation (2). Panel B in Table 5 shows

the estimates from this specification. Column (1) shows that the coeffi cient on the key interaction

term (Bh × Postht) is estimated as 18.16, and is highly statistically significant. The average

hospital’s ratio of hospital-fee procedures to all procedures– using the national fee schedule prior

to PPS implementation– was 24.3 percent; this estimate suggests that for the average hospital,

the introduction of the PPS is associated with an increase in NICU use of about 4.41 days (=18.16

× 0.243). This number is quantitatively similar to 4.71 days, the estimate from the basic equation

(1) that exploits the dummy variable in Column (1) of Panel A. The same robustness checks were

run for the remaining columns in Panel B as for Panel A. While the estimates change slightly

across the various specifications, the estimates are roughly similar, and are always statistically

significant, at least at the 5 percent level. It is reassuring that these two specifications, which

exploit different types of variations, yield estimates of a similar magnitude.

7 Treatment intensity, and size of induced demand

In this section, we address two remaining questions. First, we examine whether longer NICU stays

result in higher treatment intensity, according to reasonable metrics other than the NICU stays.

Second, we measure the monetary value of these additional medical procedures.

7.1 Treatment intensity

Here, we present suggestive evidence that intensity of care does not seem to change, despite an

increase in NICU stay duration among VLBW newborns. First, the total length of stay in hospital

may serve as a summary measure of the sickness of newborns, and hence of treatment intensity.

Column (1) in Table 6 shows that the total length of stay increases by 3.01 days for VLBW

newborns; however, the estimate is not statistically significant. We also examine the number of

surgeries, which may also serve as a measure of treatment intensity. It is important to note that

in Japan, even simple procedures such as blood transfusions are considered “surgeries,”since they

require the skills of a physician. Thus, we analyze blood transfusions separately, and exclude

them from our surgery measures. In fact, Column (2) shows an increase in the number of blood

transfusions, implying another evidence of SID. However, in Column (3), we do not observe any

statistically significant changes in the number of surgeries once blood transfusions are excluded.

These results indicate that while policy changes have induced a roughly five-day increase in

NICU stays among VLBW newborns, PPS adoption did not induce an increase in either the total

length of stay, or the number of procedures, or the intensity of care that those infants received.

Rather, these results simply indicate that some days that could have been spent under regular

hospital care were instead spent in the NICU, at greater cost.
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We also investigate whether there have been any changes in treatment intensity with respect

to other medical procedures, as per prices in the national fee schedule. Since we have data on

the price of each procedure, we can run the main specification while using reimbursement for each

procedure as a dependent variable. The remaining columns in Table 6 show the estimates for

hospital-fee procedures and doctor-fee procedures, separately.

Columns (3)—(6) show that while some such estimates on hospital-fee procedures are mar-

ginally statistically significant, they are economically very small. These results indicate that while

hospitals or physicians have the incentive to reduce the medical services categorized as hospital-

fee procedures, they cannot change the intensity of these medical procedures without potentially

creating adverse health outcomes. Additionally, the results suggest that an increase in NICU use

does not derive from a reduction in necessary medical procedures included in hospital-fee proce-

dures. Columns (8) and (9) show that the intensities of surgeries (including blood transfusions)

and anesthesia, using the national fee schedule, do not change, either.

7.2 Size of induced demand

Thus far, we have shown that hospitals tend to respond to PPS adoption by increasing NICU

utilization. The final step is to measure the monetary value of this additional use. Column (9) of

Table 6 shows that the coeffi cient on the post dummy is 440.2 (standard error of 156.9); this is

statistically significant at the 1 percent level. The results suggest that for VLBW newborns, the

increase in reimbursement for longer stays in the NICU was JPY 440,200 (USD 4,900).39 Since

the average reimbursement for VLBW newborns before the introduction of the PPS was JPY

4,318,100 (USD 48,000), this increase corresponds to a 10.2 percent increase in reimbursement.

Since reimbursement for hospital-fee procedures under the PPS is designed to be “guaranteed”

(so that, in principle, the government cannot save money on hospital-fee procedures), this increase

in reimbursement for NICU utilization within doctor-fee procedures may be seen to represent

the magnitude of the additional reimbursement resulting from the implementation of the PPS. In

2008, the number of VLBW newborns in Japan was 21,667; thus, if all other hospitals were to have

behaved in the same way as the hospitals observed in this analysis, NICU utilization would have

required an additional medical expenditure of approximately JPY 9.5 billion (USD 106 million) in

that year.40

39Although we do not have cost information, if the cost were to remain constant before and after PPS adoption,
the change in revenue would be equivalent to a change in profit.
40Since we cannot definitely determine whether the manipulation of reported birth weights has been due to

benevolence or gaming, we cannot take into our social-cost calculations the cost of manipulation.
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8 Conclusion

The question inherent in the title of Phelps’s (1986) study “Induced Demand: Can We Ever Know

its Extent?”remains relevant today. Our study focuses on at-risk newborns, to examine evidence

of SID and the magnitude thereof. At-risk newborns are less subject than others to selection bias,

since birth weight and the severity of newborns’health conditions are often diffi cult to predict in

advance. Additionally, we focus on NICU utilization, which is arguably less harmful to patients

than previously studied procedures, such as Cesarean sections.

We examine a sample of acute-care hospitals in Japan and find evidence that, after the intro-

duction of the partial PPS, these hospitals increased the number of patient-days in the NICU and

manipulated reported birth weights. This, we assume, was a form of induced demand in response

to the PPS, under which NICU utilization became more lucrative than other medical procedures.

One limitation of the paper is that we cannot examine the health consequences of longer

NICU stay caused by SID due to lack of the data. Another limitation is that since we focus

on a particular subset of patients (i.e., at-risk newborns), our results do not capture the overall

response of hospitals to the introduction of the PPS. For example, in response to PPS adoption, it

is plausible that hospitals may generate a profit from newborn treatment to compensate for losses

derived from treating other conditions, such as cancer. While it is diffi cult to compare the severity

of patient conditions across hospitals– and thus to identify diagnoses for which hospitals have

the highest cost effi ciencies (Dranove, 1987)– future research should examine whether Japanese

hospitals have devoted resources differentially to such diagnoses following PPS adoption.
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Figure 1: Pre and Post PPS 
A. Length of Stay in NICU 

 

B. Total Length of Stay 

 
Note: The two vertical lines correspond to 1,000 and 1,500 g, where the maximum number of days for which 

hospitals can claim reimbursement for NICU utilization differs. The maximum number of days for which hospitals 

can claim reimbursement for NICU utilization, for newborns who weigh less than 1,000 g, more than 1,000 but less 

than 1,500 g, and more than 1,500 g, are 90, 60, and 21, respectively. The three horizontal dotted lines in Figure A 

are the maximum number of days for each birth range. To avoid a composition effect from hospitals adopting the 

PPS at different times, this graph uses data from one year before and one year after PPS adoption, for hospitals that 

adopted it in 2006 or 2008. The bin size is 100 g. There are 4,684 observations in total. 
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Figure 2: Birth Distribution Pre and Post PPS for Hospitals with NICU beds 

 
Note: This histogram uses only births at the hospitals that adopted PPS in 2006 or 2008, for which we have both 

pre- and post-PPS data. The two solid vertical lines correspond to 1,000 and 1,500 g, where the maximum 

number of days for which hospitals can claim reimbursement for NICU utilization differs. The dotted lines 

correspond to every 100 g. The bin size is 20 g. 
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Figure 3: McCrary’s Density Test Around 1500 g (NICU hospitals post PPS) 
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Note: This graph uses the same sample used for Post PPS in Figure 3. We use a pilot bandwidth of 100 g 

with a binsize of 10 g. The log difference in distribution at 1500 g is 0.84 (t = 2.68). Thin line corresponds 

to the 95 % confidence interval. 
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Figure 4: Event-study Analysis: Change in Length of Stay in NICU 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics by Hospital Groups 

Variables Year when PPS is adopted   2003/2004  2006/2008  2009   Post only  Pre  Post  Pre only 

A. Birth characteristics            

    Birth weight (grams) 1,468.2  1,502.3  1,474.2  1,493.7 

    Gestational length (weeks) 31.9  31.9  31.6  32.0 

    Male 0.50  0.49  0.51  0.51 

B. NICU        

    Utilization 0.79  0.78  0.82  0.81 

    Length of stay in NICU (days) 30.9  30.0  32.2  28.4 

Fraction of maximum stay in NICU 0.18  0.20  0.19  0.13 

C. Treatment Intensity        

    Total length of stay (days) 52.9  52.9  53.7  52.7 

    Total number of surgeries (times) 0.43  0.36  0.47  0.45 

D. Reimbursement (thousand Yen)        

Total payment per patient ((1)+(2)) 3,275  3,017  3,289  3,185 

 (1) Doctor-fee procedures 2,224 .   2,354      (of NICU) 2,094  2,009  2,254  1,965 

(2) Hospital-fee procedures 1,051    935   

Number of hospitals 74  72  72  41 

Number of observations 5,850  1,695  2,684  2,177 

Note: The sample is composed of births who weigh less than 2,000 g born in the hospitals that have NICU beds. 

The data span 2004–08. Hospitals that adopted prospective payment system (PPS) in 2003 and 2004 only have 

post PPS data and hospitals that adopted in 2009 only have pre PPS data. 
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Table 2: Hazard Analysis: Year to Adoption of PPS 

Dependent variable: Year to adoption (1) (2) 

Number of beds 1.000 1.001**   [0.587] [0.049] 

Ownership: semi-public 0.971 0.681   [0.934] [0.180] 

Ownership: government 0.947 0.449*** 

 [0.874] [0.003] 

Teaching hospital  2.008 1.290   [0.384] [0.698] 

Care level: secondary care 2.174 1.770   [0.570] [0.389] 

Care level: tertiary care 2.301 1.349   [0.550] [0.659] 

Have ER section 0.821 0.710   [0.799] [0.537] 

Have mandatory hosp within same HSA 1.346 1.031 

 [0.272] [0.875] 

Doctor-patient ratio 0.973 0.982 

 [0.161] [0.140] 

Nurse-patient ratio 1.013 1.022 

 [0.754] [0.499] 

Log Likelihood -279.43 -519.10 

Sample size 72 124 

Note: The hazard ratio is reported, and the p-value is reported in bracket. Significance 

level * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All explanatory variables are predetermined 

hospital characteristics collected in 2002, before first implementation of PPS in 2003. 

The omitted ownership type is non-profit hospitals. The omitted care level is primary 

care. HSA stands for hospital service area. The sample in column (1) is limited to 

hospitals that adopted the PPS in 2006 or 2008 (treatment hospitals). The sample in 

column (2) also includes those which never switched. 
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Table 3: Density Test for NICU Hospitals 

Binsize (g) 10 10 20 20 

Bandwidth (g) 50 100 100 200 

Panel A: post PPS 

   Cutoff (g) 

800 0.26 0.36 0.39 0.17 

 (0.42) (0.31) (0.31) (0.23) 

900 -0.43 -0.16 -0.11 -0.06 

 (0.37) (0.28) (0.27) (0.21) 

1000 0.98*** 0.84*** 0.61*** 0.35* 

 (0.42) (0.31) (0.30) (0.21) 

1100 -0.61 -0.06 0.09 -0.06 

 (0.44) (0.28) (0.29) (0.20) 

1200 0.52 0.39 0.36 0.27 

 (0.38) (0.25) (0.24) (0.18) 

1300 -0.20 0.03 0.07 -0.03 

 (0.35) (0.25) (0.24) (0.17) 

1400 0.29 0.32 0.28 0.15 

 (0.33) (0.22) (0.22) (0.15) 

1500 0.72*** 0.45*** 0.42*** 0.27* 

 (0.28) (0.20) (0.20) (0.15) 

1600 0.11 -0.06 -0.06 -0.09 

 (0.29) (0.20) (0.20) (0.14) 

1700 0.29 0.11 0.11 0.12 

 (0.25) (0.18) (0.17) (0.13) 

1800 -0.16 -0.25 -0.23 -0.18 

 (0.23) (0.16) (0.16) (0.12) 

1900 0.30 0.04 0.01 0.05 

 (0.20) (0.15) (0.15) (0.11) 

2000 0.36 0.22 0.21 0.13 

 (0.21) (0.15) (0.16) (0.11) 

Panel B: pre PPS    

   Cutoff (g)    

1000 0.40  0.65* 0.60  0.59** 

 (0.53) (0.38) (0.37) (0.27) 

1500 0.49  0.28  0.22  0.05  

 (0.39) (0.28) (0.28) (0.20) 

2000 0.19  0.05  0.07  0.01  

  (0.25) (0.17) (0.17) (0.12) 

Note: Each cell corresponds to separate regression. The positive estimates 

here indicate an excessive mass just below the cut-off values, so that we 

are consistent with our definition of the threshold dummy that takes a value 

of 1 if the observations are below the birth-weight cut-off values. 

Significance level * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. See McCrary (2009) 

for methodological details.  
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Table 4: NICU Utilization 
 

 

  NICU use dummy  Length of stay in NICU  
Probability of maximum stay in 

NICU 
 

Probability of staying 

longer than 

the next group’s 

maximally allowed 

stays in NICU 

 
all 

>=1500 

gram 

<1500 

gram 
 all 

>=1500 

gram 

<1500 

gram 
 all 

>=1500 

gram 

<1500 

gram 
 

1400-1500 

grams 

900-1000 

grams 

 Probit Probit Probit  OLS OLS OLS  Probit Probit Probit  Probit Probit 

 (1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) (6)  (7) (8) (9)  (10) (11) 

Post -0.010 -0.018 -0.001   2.75*** 0.759 4.72***   0.021 0.007 0.016   0.167*** 0.127 

 (0.026) (0.050) (0.031)   (0.93) (0.483) (1.69)   (0.03) (0.05) (0.04)   (0.063) (0.088) 
R2/Persudo R2 0.31  0.31  0.19   0.59  0.35  0.36   0.20 0.25 0.23  0.07  0.10  

Sample size 12,406 6,981 5,425  9,915 4,897 5,018  12,406 6,981 5,425  807 485 

Mean 0.80  0.70  0.93   30.3  14.1  46.1   0.21 0.25 0.23  0.69  0.56  

Note: Each column corresponds to separate regression. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered at the hospital-year level. Probit estimation reports the marginal effect of 

a binary variable. Post is a dummy that equals one if hospital is under the PPS and zero otherwise. We include year fixed effect, and birth characteristics. Hospital fixed effects 

are included except for last two columns. Birth characteristics are birth weight, length of gestation, and male dummy. In addition to fixed effects and individual controls, we 

also include 2002 hospital characteristics (number of beds, ownership of the hospital, a dummy for teaching hospital, level of hospital care (primary, secondary and tertiary), a 

dummy that takes the value of one if hospitals have an ER section, and a dummy that takes the value of one if hospitals have mandatory hospital within the same Health 

Service Area, doctor-patient ratio, nurse-patient ratio) each interacted with a linear time trend. Significance levels * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. 
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Table 5: Robustness Checks for Estimates on Length of Stay in NICU (<1500 g) 

  

Baseline 
No 

Controls 

Only Year 

FE 

Lead 

dummy 

Time 

varying 

hospital 

controls 

Hospital  

linear 

time 

trend  

With DPC 

groups 

fixed 

effects  

With DPC 

groups fixed 

effects and 

complications 

Availability 

effect  

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

Panel A: Post Dummy          

   Post 4.72*** 4.49** 4.13** 5.27** 4.49*** 7.00** 4.64*** 4.16** 4.04**   (1.69) (1.80) (1.97) (2.30) (1.59) (2.73) (1.65) (1.70) (1.75) 

   Lead       0.68                    (1.96)           

Panel B: Bite variable          

   Bh×Post 18.16*** 17.64*** 16.97** 20.04*** 17.29*** 23.27** 18.46*** 16.52** 16.21**   (6.24) (6.30) (6.72) (7.39) (5.49) (10.12) (6.25) (6.36) (6.37) 

   Lead       0.90                    (1.72)           

Hospital FE × × × × × × × × × 

Year FE × – × × × × × × × 

Controls × – – × × × × × × 

2002 HC*linear time × × × × × × × × × 

Sample size 5,018 5,018 5,018 5,018 5,018 5,018 5,018 5,018 4,795 

Note: Each column corresponds to separate regression of OLS. Significance levels * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. See Table 4 for details. Bh is the bite variable defined as 

the share of fees for hospital-fee procedures out of total fees measured as per prices in the national fee schedule in the year prior to PPS adoption. See the text for more details. 
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Table 6: Treatment Intensity Medical Spending on Each Procedure (<1500 g) 

  Treatment intensity   Hospital-fee procedures Doctor-fee procedures 

  

Length of 

stay (days) 

Number of 

blood 

transfusion 

(times) 

Number of 

surgeries 

(times) 
 

Inspection 
Diagnostic 

imaging 
Medicine Injection 

 
Surgery Anesthesia 

NICU 

related 

  (1) (2) (3) 
 

(4) (5) (6) (7) 
 

(8) (9) (10) 

Post 3.01 0.33*** 0.10 
 

7.7 5.3* 7.9* 20.1 
 

41.6 2.8 440.2*** 

  (2.56) (0.06) (0.07) 
 

(6.3) (2.9) (4.8) (15.5) 
 

(28.6) (6.2) (156.9) 

R-squared 0.28 0.23 0.40 
 

0.41 0.28 0.38 0.26 
 

0.49 0.22 0.33 

Sample size 5,018 5,018 5,018 
 

5,018 5,018 5,018 5,018 
 

5,018 5,018 5,018 

Mean 77.1 0.17 0.69 
 

81.4 47.7 32.8 185.2 
 

277.6 192.7 4318.1 

Note: Each column corresponds to separate regression of OLS. Estimates on Post are reported. Significance levels * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. Colum (4) to (10) are in 

thousands Yen (JPY90 = USD1). Note that Column (8) includes blood transfusion.  
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Appendix Figures and Tables 
 

Figure A. Histogram of Birth Weight around Each Birth Weight Threshold, by Period 
A. 1000 g 
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Note: Each binsize is 10 g. Data comes from birth certificates that include all the births occurred in Japan 

during 1995–2008. We limit the sample to births occurred in hospitals.  

 

 

Figure B: Birth Distribution for Hospitals without NICU beds 

 
Note: The two vertical lines correspond to 1,000 and 1,500 g, where the maximum number of days for which 

hospitals can claim reimbursement for NICU utilization differs. The dotted lines correspond to every 100 g. The 

bin size is 20 g, to be consistent with Figure 3. 
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Table A: Density Test Using Birth Certificates 

Binsize (g) 10 10 20 20 

Bandwidth (g) 50 100 100 200 

Cutoff (g)     

800 -0.12** -0.09*** -0.10*** -0.01  

 (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) 

900 -0.03  -0.03  -0.01  -0.05** 

 (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) 

1000 0.66*** 0.39*** 0.35*** 0.23*** 

 (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) 

1100 -0.06  -0.00  0.01  -0.03  

 (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) 

1200 0.00  0.03  0.03  0.02  

 (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) 

1300 0.01  0.00  0.01  0.03  

 (0.04) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) 

1400 -0.02  0.00  0.00  -0.04** 

 (0.04) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

1500 0.37*** 0.24*** 0.23*** 0.15*** 

 (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

1600 -0.02  -0.02  -0.01  -0.01  

 (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) 

1700 -0.04  -0.02  0.00  0.00  

 (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) 

1800 -0.02  -0.01  -0.01  0.01  

 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) 

1900 0.01  -0.01  0.00  0.01  

 (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) 

2000 0.00  -0.01  0.00  0.02** 

 (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 

Note: Data comes from birth certificates that include all the births occurred 

in Japan during 1995–2008. We limit the sample to births occurred in 

hospital. Note that the positive estimates here indicate excessive bunching 

just below each of the cut-off values, which is consistent with our 

definition of a threshold dummy which takes a value of 1 if observations 

are below the birth-weight cut-off values. Significance level * p<0.10, ** 

p<0.05, *** p<0.01. 
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Table B: Density Test Using Birth Certificates, by Period 

 Years 

 1995–2002 2003–2008 

Cutoff (grams)   

1000 0.33*** 0.47*** 

 (0.04) (0.05) 

1500 0.17*** 0.32*** 

 (0.03) (0.03) 

2000 -0.01 0.00 

 (0.02) (0.02) 
Note: To be consistent with Figure 4 in the main text, we use a 

pilot bandwidth of 100 g with the binsize of 10 g. Significance 

level * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. See Table B1 for details. 

 

Table C: Poisson Estimates (Outcome: Length of Stay in NICU)   All >=1500 g <1500 g   Poisson Poisson Poisson 

Post 1.09*** 1.05 1.11***   [0.002] [0.129] [0.005] 

Note: Each column corresponds to separate regression. Table reports 

incidence-rate ratios. P-value is reported in bracket in which standard errors are 

clustered at the hospital level. Significance levels * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** 

p<0.01. See Table 4 for details. 

 

Table D: Length of Stay in NICU (< 1500 g)   <1000 g 1000–1500 g   OLS OLS 

Post 5.17 4.79***   (3.48) (1.44) 

R2 0.22 0.48 

Sample size 1,908 3,110 

Mean 60.5 37.3 

Note: Each column corresponds to separate regression. 

Estimates on Post are reported. Significance levels * p<0.10, 

** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. See Table 4 for details 
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Table E. Limiting the Sample within a Small Bandwidth from the Cutoff (Outcome: Length of Stay in NICU) 

  1000 g  1500 g  Both combined 

Birth weight range included 

from each cutoff 

20 g 50 g 10 g   20 g 50 g 100 g   20 g 50 g 100 g 

(1) (2) (3)   (4) (5) (6)   (7) (8) (9) 

Post 5.56 4.14 6.92***   6.10*** 3.56** 4.08***   5.81*** 4.12***  5.17*** 

  (4.50) (2.92) (1.95)   (2.14) (1.40) (0.95)   (2.18) (1.43) (0.97) 

R-squared 0.12 0.13 0.20   0.24 0.25 0.33   0.43 0.44 0.48 

Sample size 210 468 931   359 846 1,627   569 1,314 2,558 

Note: Each column corresponds to separate regression of OLS. Estimates on Post are reported. Significance levels * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. 

See Table 4 for details. Note that hospital fixed effects are not included in this estimation. 

 


